------------------------------------------------REFEREE COMMENTS

Referee #1
Perales et al. in this manuscript investigate the role of the nucleosome assembly factor Spt6 in controlling nucleosome occupancy, particularly in transcribed regions. Previous work had shown that Spt6 contributed to nucleosome re-assembly over coding regions of highly transcribed genes, and that effects on nucleosome occupancy were not closely correlated with effects on transcription, by looking at a much more limited fraction of the yeast genome. The present work confirms these findings and goes considerably beyond them by examining H3 (and by inference nucleosome) and pol II occupancy genome-wide in wild type and spt6 yeast, using a degron mutant, and employing both ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq. New findings are made on the relative effects on 5' and 3' regions of transcribed genes, on the effects on genes having different promoter types, and on an interesting effect of promoter type on the effect of Spt6 over the adjacent coding region. Overall these findings are of considerable interest, and I would rate the work between Medium and High in novelty and general interest. First, it is not clear from the somewhat abbreviated description provided in the Methods whether the increased nucleosome occupancy reported at some regions could be due in part to normalization methods. For instance, if normalization is such that the average signal is forced to be zero-so it is equal overall between wild type and spt6 mutant yeast-then some regions will necessarily show apparent increased histone occupancy in the latter cells to compensate for the regions that show decreased occupancy. The authors could address this by performing qPCR verification comparing some specific regions showing increased H3 occupancy to a region that is expected to be unaffected, such as centromeric chromatin. At the very least they should explicitly address this possibility by a better discussion of their normalization procedure. Second, the effect of different promoter type on the effect of the spt6 mutant on histone occupancy in the adjoining transcribed region is very interesting, but (I almost hate to say this) only one example of each promoter type is used to replace the YLR454W promoter for this experiment. If more than one example of each were shown it would strengthen the result-but I am hesitant to say this is really needed.
Other minor points:
The authors use "chromatin repair" in a couple of places to refer to reassembly of nucleosomes (e.g. in Abstract, "that repairs transcribed chromatin"). This should be avoided, as it leads the reader (at least this one) to think of transcription-coupled repair of DNA damage, quite a different phenomenon.
Supplemental Figure 2e needs a label (rRNA) for the graph.
What are the extra dashed curves in Fig. 1b ? Kim et al. (2010) referred to in the text (e.g. Fig. 1 legend) was published in 2011 according to the bibliography. Figure 1c and f are very close to redundant-they show the same data graphed relative to the starting ATG and to the TSS. One could be eliminated or at least moved to supplemental data. In contrast, there is definite value to separately showing ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq data to corroborate each other.
There is an error in the Fig. 2 legend "(groups 1-3 n=). Also, I don't find any indication for colors in 2b (they are mentioned in the text but not the figure legend), and short and long genes don't appear to be marked in 2c, though the legend makes it sound like they should be.
The authors remark on an observed difference between pol II ChIP and NRO-seq data, particularly for RP genes. Similar observations were made by Pelechano et al. (V. Pelechano et al. 2009 PLoS Genetics 8: e1000614) , who reported a higher fraction of apparently inactive pol II associated with RP genes than other genes, so that they showed higher ChIP for Pol II than indicated in corresponding GRO-seq data. p. 13, "At ADH1, H3 was strongly depleted throughout the gene (Fig. 6d )" -should be 6a
Figs. 6c and e; don't mix technical replicates with biological replicates. The figure indicates n=6 but the legend states that the number of biological replicates is at least three for each IP. Averages and associated error bars should be reported using only biological replicate data; first average technical replicate (PCR values) for each IP, then average and calculate errors using n= # of biological replicates.
Referee #2
This is a high quality and very solid analysis of the role of Spt6 on transcription and nucleosome occupancy globally in budding yeast. The unexpected findings are that Spt6, a chromatin assembly factor promotes maintenance/formation of the nucleosome depleted regions at promoters. Also, the drastic loss of nucleosomes downstream of the TSS in the Ty elements upon spt6 inactivation is striking. I see no deficiencies in the paper as it stands.
Referee #3
This manuscript presents data characterising the changes in the organisation of the transcription and chromatin apparatus following depletion of the histone chaperone Spt6. This analysis is carried out to a high standard. The conclusions to be drawn are quite closely related to previous studies of the effects of an Spt6 ts allele. However, the final couple of figures present data indicating that genes with different classes of promoter architecture respond differently to depletion of Spt6. This suggests that chromatin may be organised differently over genes that are transcribed in bursts in comparison to genes that are transcribed more continuously. Additional support for this is gained from a promoter swapping experiment. This latter part of the manuscript represents something that is so far as I am aware a new concept that could be a significant general interest.
Minor points: 1) P11"On the other hand, after Spt6 inactivation, there is little difference in average pol II occupancy between "fast" and "slow" genes ( Fig. 4e , f, green traces). In summary, these results suggest that Spt6-mediated histone replacement is a major determinant of nucleosome occupancy within genes with high histone exchange rates." Another interpretation of the data would be that RNA polymerase is the major determinant of nucleosome occupancy at fast genes.
2) YLR454W belongs to the closed class, yet H3 chip is little altered following Spt6 degron. The change looks more similar to that occurring at the GCD1 promoter which belongs to the open class. There should be some discussion of this.
3) Transcription when driven by GCD1 is 2-fold lower than when driven by ADH1. The latter point is acknowledged as a limitation of this approach in the text. Really the most rigorous way to deal with this would be to repeat the experiment using different promoters from the open and closed classes that are transcribed at different levels. This is tedious but I think necessary to convince sceptics. Perales et al Point by point response:
Perales et al. in this manuscript investigate the role of the nucleosome assembly factor Spt6 in controlling nucleosome occupancy, particularly in transcribed regions. Previous work had shown that Spt6 contributed to nucleosome reassembly over coding regions of highly transcribed genes, and that effects on nucleosome occupancy were not closely correlated with effects on transcription, by looking at a much more limited fraction of the yeast genome. The present work confirms these findings and goes considerably beyond them by examining H3 (and by inference nucleosome) and pol II occupancy genome-wide in wild type and spt6 yeast, using a degron mutant, and employing both ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq. New findings are made on the relative effects on 5' and 3' regions of transcribed genes, on the effects on genes having different promoter types, and on an interesting effect of promoter type on the effect of Spt6 over the adjacent coding region. Overall these findings are of considerable interest, and I would rate the work between Medium and High in novelty and general interest.
First, it is not clear from the somewhat abbreviated description provided in the Methods whether the increased nucleosome occupancy reported at some regions could be due in part to normalization methods. For instance, if normalization is such that the average signal is forced to be zero-so it is equal overall between wild type and spt6 mutant yeast-then some regions will necessarily show apparent increased histone occupancy in the latter cells to compensate for the regions that show decreased occupancy. The authors could address this by performing qPCR verification comparing some specific regions showing increased H3 occupancy to a region that is expected to be unaffected, such as centromeric chromatin. At the very least they should explicitly address this possibility by a better discussion of their normalization procedure.
Thanks for raising this point which is a very valid one as in
Second, the effect of different promoter type on the effect of the spt6 mutant on histone occupancy in the adjoining transcribed region is very interesting, but (I almost hate to say this) only one example of each promoter type is used to replace the YLR454W promoter for this experiment. If more than one example of each were shown it would strengthen the result-but I am hesitant to say this is really needed.
We made additional strains in isogenic WT and spt6-td backgrounds (DBY1392, 1396 , 1398 , 1402 
Other minor points:
The authors use "chromatin repair" in a couple of places to refer to reassembly of nucleosomes (e.g. in Abstract, "that repairs transcribed chromatin"). This should be avoided, as it leads the reader (at least this one) to think of transcriptioncoupled repair of DNA damage, quite a different phenomenon. Done.
Thanks, done.
What are the extra dashed curves in Fig. 1b There is an error in the Fig. 2 legend "(groups 1-3 n=). Also, I don't find any indication for colors in 2b (they are mentioned in the text but not the figure legend), and short and long genes don't appear to be marked in 2c, though the legend makes it sound like they should be.
The figure and legend have been corrected. We have also modified Fig. 2b to include data from a new pol II ChIP-seq data set from W303 WT cells that has greater dynamic range than the previous ChIP-ChIP data.
The authors remark on an observed difference between pol II ChIP and NRO-seq data, particularly for RP genes. Similar observations were made by Pelechano et al. (V. Pelechano et al. 2009 PLoS Genetics 8: e1000614) , who reported a higher fraction of apparently inactive pol II associated with RP genes than other genes, so that they showed higher ChIP for Pol II than indicated in corresponding GROseq data. Fig. 2b probably because ChIP-seq is more accurate. p. 13, "At ADH1, H3 was strongly depleted throughout the gene (Fig. 6d )" -should be 6a Corrected.
We have included acknowledgment of the Pelechano et al paper on p. 8. Note however that this discrepancy between ChIP and NRO-seq is somewhat reduced when we used ChIP-seq rather than ChIP-ChIP data to calculate pol II density in the revised
Figs. 6c and e; don't mix technical replicates with biological replicates. The figure indicates n=6 but the legend states that the number of biological replicates is at least three for each IP. Averages and associated error bars should be reported using only biological replicate data; first average technical replicate (PCR values) for each IP, then average and calculate errors using n= # of biological replicates. Corrected
Referee #2 This is a high quality and very solid analysis of the role of Spt6 on transcription and nucleosome occupancy globally in budding yeast. The unexpected findings are that Spt6, a chromatin assembly factor promotes maintenance/formation of the nucleosome depleted regions at promoters. Also, the drastic loss of nucleosomes downstream of the TSS in the Ty elements upon spt6 inactivation is striking. I see no deficiencies in the paper as it stands.
Referee #3 This manuscript presents data characterising the changes in the organisation of the transcription and chromatin apparatus following depletion of the histone chaperone Spt6. This analysis is carried out to a high standard. The conclusions to be drawn are quite closely related to previous studies of the effects of an Spt6 ts allele. However, the final couple of figures present data indicating that genes with different classes of promoter architecture respond differently to depletion of Spt6. This suggests that chromatin may be organised differently over genes that are transcribed in bursts in comparison to genes that are transcribed more continuously. Additional support for this is gained from a promoter swapping experiment. This latter part of the manuscript represents something that is so far as I am aware a new concept that could be a significant general interest.
Our results establish the particular importance of Spt6 for nucleosome maintenance on "fast" exchanging genes. They in no way eliminate the possibility that RNA polymerase is a major determinant of nucleosome displacement from these genes. We have changed the text on p. 11 to reflect this point. "In summary, these results suggest that Spt6-mediated histone replacement is a major determinant of nucleosome occupancy within genes with high histone exchange rates where active displacement correlates with relatively high pol II occupancy."
We have mentioned on p. 12 that YLR454W is an atypical member of the "closed" class in this respect.
3) Transcription when driven by GCD1 is 2-fold lower than when driven by ADH1. The latter point is acknowledged as a limitation of this approach in the text. Really the most rigorous way to deal with this would be to repeat the experiment using different promoters from the open and closed classes that are transcribed at different levels. This is tedious but I think necessary to convince sceptics.
As mentioned above in response to reviewer 1, we made additional strains in the WT and spt6-td backgrounds (DBY1392, 1396 , 1398 , 1402 Thank you for submitting your revised manuscript for our consideration. It has now been seen once more by one of the original referees, and based on her/his comments, I am happy to inform you that we are ready to proceed with acceptance of the paper, pending modification of a few minor points.
-Please implement the changes suggested by the referee in Figure 6 .
-I would like to suggest defining "Spt phenotype" as "Suppressor of Ty (Spt) phenotype" in the abstract.
-Please complete and sign the linked license agreements (see below).
Since you currently do not have access to your manuscript through our tracking system, please simply send the amended figure and text via email. We will then upload the information into our system.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me directly.
Thank you for your contribution to The EMBO Journal! ___________________________________ REFEREE COMMENTS Referee #1
The authors have done a good job of addressing previous criticisms, and particularly the manuscript benefits from the inclusion of additional tests of the effect of promoter type on Spt6-mediated histone occupancy over the ORF (Fig. 6) . However, the error bars in Figure 6 are still a problem.
The legend now explains that only two biological replicates were used in Figs. 6b-e, but the error bars are smaller than in the original version in which the figure indicated that n=6 and n=4. It appears the authors are still using these values of n, rather than the correct n=2, and have now used standard error of the mean rather than SD. SD should be used, with n=2; or rather than a histogram the individual data points (for biological replicate data only, gotten from the average of the technical replicates) could be shown.
Note the reference to Pelechano et al. on p. 8 needs to be formatted.
